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70% of change efforts fail 
- Harvard Business Review -

Change is hard…



Average time to fill 
a position in the UK

2019 CIPD labour report

Recruitment costs

From £40K 
to £100K

65 Days





People who are equipped and willing to mobilise others to make positive, 
transformational change



What makes 
a successful 

changemaker 3



1. Understand what people crave



2. Embrace and humanise the tools and technology



3. They are mobilisers - creating an environment that is right for change



When we embrace change



We grow.



We innovate.



We’re inspired.



Our workforce needs us  
to bring that change.  

They need us to bring that 
inspiration
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Understand what employees 
crave at work

Changemakers embrace technology 
to achieve their change goals

Creating an environment that’s 
ready for change



1. Understand 
what employees 
crave at work





3 fundamentals

PurposeRespect Relationship
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http://rg.co/bridge


Mark Roberge 
Advisor to HubSpot
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Jamie Getgood 
Director of Getgood Consulting and 
former Director of HR at Holden
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2. Embrace technology to 
achieve their change goals



67% of business leaders agree 
their company must become 

significantly more digitalised by 
2020 to remain competitive.  

- Gartner -







A changemaker’s 
approach to  

HR tech 2



Humanise 
technology

Empower 
innovation



Empowering innovation



- Bersin & Deloitte -

Automate 
existing process

Extent current 
capabilities

Unify and 
synchronise 

activities

Integrate 
new models 

into work

Exploring 
Digital

Doing 
Digital

Becoming 
Digital

Being 
Digital



Dominic Price 
Head of R&D and Work Futurist  
at Atlassian 



To unleash the potential in every 
team and help advance humanity 

through the power of software



Structured 
innovationInnovate “ShipIt”

3 rituals for the culture of innovation
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Humanising technology



We say

We need to 
optimise our 

business
Job cuts!

Our people hear



We are going 
through a digital 
transformation

Another login

We say Our people hear



What if we moved their hearts 
as well as their minds? 







PYBAR rg.co/pybar
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3. Create an 
environment that’s 
ready for change



Changemakers 
deliver 

transformation 
change 4



1. Changemakers understand the world of stakeholder adoption has changed



Change intent by stakeholder team size
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Size of Buying Team

5.7
Average Buying 

Group Size

Purchase likelihood drops 
dramatically as soon as a second 

decision maker is present

Source CEB analysis



2. Changemakers go left when others go right



Stakeholder Mental Models



3. Changemakers challenge their colleagues thinking about the current state



4. Changemakers understand the roles of their stakeholders and how best to utilise them



Changemakers create  
an environment that welcomes 

continuous improvement 
and change



It begins with a step




